Network Virtualization Deploy Service

5 REASONS to Expand Virtualization to Your Data Center Network

Achieve a more efficient and secure operational model for networking

VMware’s industry-leading Network Virtualization platform allows IT to build a true Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC), reduce costs, increase productivity, efficiency, agility and responsiveness, simplify provisioning and support business continuity and disaster recovery.

1. Transform Data Center Economics and Overcome Expensive Challenges

With the operational model of a VM, transform the economics of data center network and security operations. Using a policy-driven approach, NSX treats the physical network as a pool of transport capacity, with network and security services attached to VMs.

- Improve operational efficiency
- Increase network security

2. VMware NSX: The Network Virtualization Platform for a SDDC

VMware NSX breaks through current physical network barriers and offers massive improvements in security, agility and economics.

- Rapid deployment
- Automated policies improve security
- Securely isolate networks

3. Transition to an Agile, Secure and more Streamlined Networking Model

The Network Virtualization Deploy Service delivers rapid, successful deployments based on a validated reference design and built for your growing needs.

- Deliver cloud and SDDC capabilities
- Validate a VMware NSX implementation
- Improve user security with granular control
Deploy Network Virtualization with Professional Services Expertise

Learn the fundamentals of a network virtualization and security solution and deploy a best practice-based, foundational VMware NSX implementation.

A SOLID FOUNDATION
- Start with a deployment built for growth
- We'll help set up a standardized NSX environment
- Ready for advanced network virtualization and security use cases

A SCALABLE ENGAGEMENT
- Leverage a pre-validated foundational architecture
- Gain the experience to scale network virtualization across the enterprise
- Quickly learn and articulate solution capabilities and benefits

THE RIGHT EXPERTISE
- Receive two weeks of guidance from industry experts with planning, rapid deployment and knowledge transfer

Create Positive IT Outcomes

Significantly reduce CapEx:
- Standardize services on logical resources
- Optimize the data center footprint
- Rapidly deliver holistic IT services on demand
- Shift security to fine-grained isolation with micro-segmentation
- Give administrators more time for value-added projects
- Integrate with business continuity and automated disaster recovery

Start Now
Contact your VMware Sales Rep or ask to speak with a VMware Professional Services representative.